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More than 500 participantsThe DGZI Annual Congress in
Bremen was a complete success
_ "Interdisciplinary concepts for implantological rehabilitation" was in the thick of things of the
38th DGZI International Annual Congress. The extraordinary versatile scientific program and the
many special sessions made the most significant
DGZIevent become an outstanding advanced training event, which was certainly also due to the ab-
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sol ute successfu Isoiree. On the occasion of the congress in Bremen itbecameonce more clear that DGZI
eV (German Association for Dental Implantology
plays an important role in mediating between university and denta Ipractice and in exchang ing knowhow on national and international level.Themain issue was: How can I give a positive long-term prog-
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nosis to an implantsupported prosthesis, and which
important factors have to be considered?
In spite of all progresses in design, surfaces, materials of implants and computer-supported diagnosis as well as planning methods, the implantologicaI know-how of the dentist is the crucial factor for
success in implantology. Though constructive aspects of implants (micro gap) have been in the center of discussion, as far as the efforts to improve
bone-implant interfaces are concerned, the influencing factors for the long-term success of implants are much more complex than generally described. In Bremen, DGZI succeeded in setting new
courses thanks to the selected interdisciplinary issues and their consequent contentional realization.
As previously announced, the two hour lasting session "High resorbed residual ridge in the posterior
maxilla" was certainly one of the congress highlig hts. Theora Iand maxi Ilofacia Isurgeon Dr Dr Frank

Palm (Konstanz/Germany) did an excellent job in
moderating this session. Six experts presented their
therapy concepts using different sinus lifting techniques for treating a specific clinical case (the patient had to meet the required conditions) and discussed the case afterwards with the participants.
The interaction with the audience was facilitated by
the voting system TED,a technical innovation which
made it possible to participate actively in the discussion and vote for the personally favored treatment. This was truly a novelty for participants and
lecturersas well.Atthis point, it has to be underlined
that once again DGZI could gather renowned national and international expert lecturers like Prof
Dr Murat Yildirim/Germany, Prof Dr Dr Wilfried H.
Engelke/Germany, Prof Dr Jurqen Setz/Germany,
Prof Dr Kiaus-UI rich Benner/Germa ny, Prof Stephen
L. Wheeler/USA, Prof Dr Dr Dirk Nolte/Germany,
Dr Achim W Schmidt/Germany, Prof Dr Nabil Jean
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Barakat/Lebanon and Dr Ronald Cardoso/USA. On
the previous day of the DGZI Annual Congress, the
international examination for specialists and experts in implantology was carried out for the first
time by the German Board of Oral Implantology
(GBOI).Forty implantologists successfully took their
exams that were conducted by an independent international team of experts. In addition to the main
scientific program of the Annual Congress many interesting concurrent sessions, workshops and a
broad program for staff also took place.
More than 300 participants attended the traditional evening event in the Ratskeller, a restaurant
in the basement of the old city hall of the Free
Hanseatic City of Bremen. Typical dishes and a
cheerful atmosphere with dancing and entertainment were characteristic for this soiree. Prof Hans
L.Grafelmann, the founding president and implantology pioneer, was welcomed as our special guest.
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He congratulated his successors of the executive
board to the many successful congresses held in
Germany and abroad and the number of prestigious national and international lecturers.
He pointed out their success in keeping DGZI on
an approved level and the ability to attract many
new dentists from abroad to become members,
which also fosters the international efforts of impiantology science.
Grafelmann continued his speech saying: "It is a
great pleasure for me to see how our attempts are
still carried on even after 38 years and I appreciate
that many conncections to implantology associations in other countries could be established, especially with regard to the exchange of know-how
and experiences. In the meantime many social and
personal friendships have also been formed."
The 39th DGZIAnnual Congress will take place in
Munich (October 9-10, 2009L

